
1. $31.98 x 6 = $191.88

2. 40 key chains

3. Yes. The total for these items is $44.52.

4. $428.00

5. Four whiteboards cost less than three calendars. 

6. $7.92 ÷ 4 = $1.98

7. No. The member will not receive the discount. Their total was only $93.36.

8. Four items are ≥ $17.99: backpack, gaming controller, locker lock, and laptop computer. 

9. The total bill is $2,023.65. All of the headphones cost $1,873.75. The sales tax is $149.90.

10. You can buy key chains and notepads. More specifically, you can buy two key chains, three 
notepads, or one key chain and one notepad.
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Sale Items

$14.99 $17.99 $9.99

$2.50 $1.54

$535.00 $18.41

$13.95

$7.92

$31.98
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1. How much would it cost to purchase six gaming controllers?  

                

                    

2. How many key chains could you buy if you had $100.00? 

                

                    

3. Could you buy two locker locks and five notepads if you had $50.00? Explain.  

                

                    

4. How much would it cost to buy a laptop computer if there was a 20% discount? 

                

                    

5. Which costs less money: three calendars or four whiteboards? Explain.  

                

                    

6. You and three friends decide to buy a pack of markers and split the cost. How much does each 
person owe?  

                

                    

7. There is a 10% Shopazon discount for members who purchase more than $100.00 worth of 
items. If a member purchases a backpack, a locker lock, a pair of headphones, a whiteboard, 
and a gaming controller, will they get the discount?  
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8. How many items on Shopazon are greater than or equal to $17.99? 

                

                    

9. There are 125 students in your school. Your principal, Ms. Bexley, purchases headphones for 
each student in your school. She has an 8% sales tax on her purchase. What is her total bill?  

                

                    

10. You have a $5 bill. What can you buy?  
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